What is an Eternal Conquest

Municipal Geo-Partnership?

How does it benefit the Geo-Partner &
the Community at Large?

By now, you have probably read about Reading, PA’s own Eternal Conquest LLC and the revolutionary technology
they are developing in the front page of the Reading Eagle’s Money section from October 20, 2017.
In case you missed it, you can read all about it via the following hyperlink:
http://digital.olivesoftware.com/Olive/ODN/ReadingEagle/shared/ShowArticle.aspx?doc=REG%2F2017%2F10%2F20
&entity=Ar01000&sk=F84AD488&mode=text
As briefly touched upon in the article, Eternal Conquest LLC is looking to partner with tourism boards and the
businesses that support and fund them, via Municipal Geo-Partnerships. These Municipal Geo-Partnerships will serve
to create exclusive in-game content that can only be accessed when the game is played inside the geographic
boundaries set forth by the Municipal Geo-Partner.
What is the geo-partnership structure?
The geo-partnership structure is a combination of technology, custom in-game content, and a
contractual agreement between the geo-partner and Eternal Conquest LLC that places
exclusive content in the Eternal Conquest game that can only be accessed when players are
playing Eternal Conquest in the geographic boundaries specified by the geo-partner.
Why would a business want this?
To increase customer traffic and gain competitive advantage by giving their customers one
more reason to visit and patronize their business.
It also sounds great for marketing and promotional purposes.
Why would a municipality or tourist board want this?
To collectively and strategically unite with area businesses and nonprofit organizations in
pushing out the benefits and differentiators of an Eternal Conquest geo-partnership to the
local community.
An example of this might be a regional business association and municipalities uniting to
purchase a set of geo-partnerships to use for said businesses and for community events like
bicycle races, airshows, etc. Time based content and geo-based content can be constructed to
coincide with the events inside of the specified geographic boundaries.
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Why would a school, college, or university want this?
To give their students and members of the surrounding community a new, unique, and
exciting reason to step foot on campus.
What kind of custom content can businesses, municipalities, and organizations purchase
through a geo-partnership?
Content can be as simple as a weapon or piece of armor that only becomes accessible when
playing within the specified geo-boundaries. It can also be a more complex experience such as
an entire town, region, or section of the world inside the Eternal Conquest video game. There
are many different ways to monetize with the geo-partnership model.
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To better illustrate this, the hypothetical examples cited below explain how a Municipal Geo-Partnership could work if
purchased by The Greater Reading Convention & Visitors Bureau and those businesses that support it.
Let us assume for a moment that The Greater Reading Convention & Visitors Bureau purchased a Municipal GeoPartnership.
Once the purchase process completes, the next step would be for the purchaser to provide the geographic
boundaries of desired coverage. In this hypothetical example, we will assume the desired boundaries are the
geographic boundaries of the City of Reading.
The geo-partner can provide that information if they have it, or we can use our proprietary geo-partner data
collection app to collect the geographic data which consists of the longitude and latitude of the named municipality or
smaller geogrphic area.
Once we collect the boundary data for the City of Reading, we would then initialize, target, and spin up, our geosystem for that region, and blanket it with coverage.
Once the purchased geographic area is blanketed with coverage, the next step is to work with the Municipal GeoPartner to design exclusive in-game content that can only be accessed while players are physically playing the game
within in the City of Reading.
One way we handle the creation of exclusive content is that we present the Municipal Geo-Partner with some specific
options and the partner can choose which one they like best or which ones fit best with their organization’s
marketing and tourism objectives with respect to the geographic region for which coverage was purchased.
If the Municipal Geo-Partner has some creative employees or liasons who think outside the box, have experience with
video games, and have their own ideas for exclusive in-game content, we can work with them to create the specific
type of experience that they desire to make available for those coming into the region.
The ultimate result of a Municipal Geo-Partnership is 5-fold:

(1) The Municipal Geo-Partner benefits by being able to advertise that there is now one more unique and amazing
reason to come into and visit the area. That reason is the ability to access the exclusive in-game content that is
only available while inside of the purchased geographic region. The revolutionary system developed by the
Reading, PA Company Eternal Conquest LLC is what makes this all possible.
(2) The Municipal Geo-Partner also benefits by being able to advertise the fact that they contributed to the
development of a new and revolutionary local company that, according to financial projections and market
research vetted by both a local business development center and a local business incubator, has the potential
to become Reading, PA’s next multi-million-dollar company.
(3) Residents of the City of Reading and those who frequent the area automatically benefit because they can
access the exclusive content 24/7 from the comfort of their homes or other places of leisure.
(4) Eternal Conquest LLC benefits by being able to demonstrate to the gaming community that solid commitments
are starting to form around our game. These types of commitments also begin to place our game on the radar
of the much larger gaming industry, which may yield a multitude of additional developments. This in turn will
also benefit all Municipal Geo-Partners and will build hype around our game which will increase the interest of
gaming customers and begin to foster and expand demand.
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(5) Eternal Conquest LLC also benefits because the funding provided by the Municipal Geo-Partner helps move
Eternal Conquest LLC closer to meeting the requirements set forth by the venture capital funding partner as
mentioned in the Reading Eagle, which is that we must first raise 100K via grass roots methods, in order to
trigger the funding partner to match those funds. Once matched, the combined funding will allow Eternal
Conquest LLC to move forward very quickly towards release and will also enable it to begin creating the
secodary market materials that are part of a video game franchise such as strategy guide, artwork, and other
associated products.

We are now at the period when support by the local community

is critically important.
If local support continues to build us up,

the result will be a skyrocket to success.
We will hit the grass roots funding target of $100K,
unlocking the venture capital funding match,
with the sale of 20 Geo-Partnerships.
Keep in mind that in the above example, we only looked at Municipal Geo-Partnerships.
There is another type of partnership called a Calendar Partnership.
Similar to Municipal Geo-Partnerships, a Calendar Partnership works off of events, dates, and times as opposed to
geographic areas.
However, the real power play for a tourism board and the businesses that support and fund them is a combined
partnership consisting of a Municipal Geo-Partnership and a Calendar Partnership.
We will now look at a hypothetical example of how a combined partnership might play out with the Reading 120
Bicycle Race.
In a Combined Partnership, the partner could utilize both the geo-content features plus the calendar-content
features to trigger exclusive content that would only be accessible in the City of Reading during the time of the
Reading 120.
The exclusive content designed to utilize the dual aspects of the combined partnership would go-live every year
during the period of time when both the geographic and calendar conditions are met.
A Combined Partnership would enable this kind of exclusive content across an entire calendar year and would
empower the purchased region with a marketing tool unlike any other.
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Even if you wanted to, you cannot do this with Pokemon GO.

You can only do this with Reading PA’s own Eternal Conquest – The Great War.
The time has come to cover the Eastern PA Region with our revolutionary geo-content
system, so that those covered areas are accessible and playable in the demo versions of
the game and the period updates we begin to release in the Apple App Store, as we
further build out the game in preparation for the full release in Q4 2019.

Geo-Partnership Inquiries can be made by calling
1-844-MR-ALOYE, (press option 2 for media & publishing)
Additional details can be found at www.ectgw.com
The screen shots contained on subsequent pages show how the
revolutionary geo-content system impacts the game.
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